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INDUCTIVE TENSOR PRODUCT 
OF VECTOR-VALUED MEASURES 
MILOSLAV DUCHOSf, Bratislava, IGOR KLUVANEK, Kosice 
The aim of this note is to prove the following proposition. Let measurable spa­
ces (S, Sf) and (T, 3~), locally convex topological vector spaces X and Y, and 
(cr-additive) vector-valued measures ju : S? -> X and v : ST -> Y be given. I f 
we denote by Sf ®a $~ the cr-ring generated by the sets of the form E X F, 
E G Sf, F e 3~', and by X ® Y the (completed) inductive tensor product of 
the spaces X and Y, then there exists a unique vector-valued measure X : 
.' S? ®a $~ -> X ex) Y such that the relation 
(1) K(E xF)= [t(E) (x) v(F), EeSf,FeT 
holds. 
Let Sf be a rr-algebra of subsets of a set S. We denote by ca (Sf) the Banach 
space of all (finite) complex-valued (cx-additive) measures on Sf, and for any 
m eca (Sf) let ||ra|| = \m\ (S), where \m\ is the variation of measure m. 
In the following, key use will be made of the following result, which can be 
of some interest in other connections too. 
Lemma. Let Sf and ST be a-algebras. Let {m a} a e^ C ca (Sf) be a bounded 
set and let the measures ma, OLGA, be uniformly absolutely continuous with 
respect to m eca (Sf), m ^ 0. Let {n^^eB C ca (ST) be a bounded set and let 
np, (3 E B, be uniformly absolutely continuous with respect to n e ca (ST), n ^ 0. 
Then the measures ma X n$, (a, ft) e A X B, are uniformly absolutely continuous 
with respect to m X n. 
Proof . Let | |m a | | ^ K i f o r a e i and let \\np\\ ^ K2, p eB. Then \\ma X 
X np\\ ̂  K1K2 for every pair (a, /?) e A X B. Thus the set of the measures 
m<x X np for (a, /3) e A X B forms a bounded subset in ca (S? ®a ^~)> 
Let now {Ei} be a monotone decreasing sequence of sets in Sf ®a &\ 
oo 
and let fl Ei = 0- We prove that lim ma X np (Et) = 0 uniformly with 
respect to(<z,p)eAxB. Let s > 0. Take <5i > 0 such t h a t for F e S?9 m(F) < 
oo 
< f 3 i , w e have \ma(F)\ < e for all oc e A. For every s e S we have fl (-̂ *)* ~ 
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= 0 (Es = {t : (s, t) EE}, see [3; §34]). Thus the sequence of functions ft(s) = 
= n((Ei)s) converges to 0 for each seS. By the EgorofFs theorem there 
-exists a set F e Sf such that m(F) < di and on S — F lim fi(s) = 0 uniformly 
with respect to s. Choose 62 > 0 such that for ffe«f, n(G) < 62, we have 
\n$(G)\ < e for all ft E B. Let 0̂ be such a number tha t for i > i0 we have 
\fi(s)\ < $2 for all s e 8 — F, hence \np((Ei)s)\ < s for i >i0 and s E 8 —F. 
'Then for i > ?o and (a, fi) E A X B we have 
|raa X np (Ei)\ = J tt,j ((-®<)*) draa (5) = j ^ ((Et)s) dma(s) + 
+ J W/, ((Ei)s) dma (*)| rg J l n ^ ((£,),)! d|ma|(s) + J M(K*)*)I d|ma | (s) rg ,,S-2<, .F S-F 
S. K2\ma\ (F) + s\ma\(S —F) ^ 4 K2£ + eKx. 
I t follows that the set of the measures {ma X n$}, (OL,^)EA X B is uniformly 
a-additive. In view of [1; IV.9.1] we have tha t it is weakly relatively com-
pact in ca(Sf ®a &") and in view of [1; IV.9.2] there exists a measure p eca 
(&* ®a « "̂)- P ^ 0, such tha t the measures ma X n$ are uniformly absolutely 
continuous with respect to p. Furthermore, p can be chosen so that p(E) 5j 
^ s u p {\ma X nfi\ (E) : (a, }) EA X 5 } for every E e S? ®„ &~ [1; IV.9.3] 
(see also [6; Theorem 3.10]). Let ^ be chosen in such a manner. As every 
measure ma X W/? is absolutely continuous with respect to m X n, the equality 
m X w(i?) = 0 implies p(E) = 0. Thus p is absolutely continuous with res-
pect to m X n. Hence the measures mx X n@, (OL, ft) E A X B are uniformly 
absolutely continuous with respect to m X n. 
Corollary. If {moc}oceA is a weakly relatively compact subset in ca (£f) and 
{np}peB is a we(*>kly relatively compact subset in ca (3~), then {raa X n$}, (a, /3) E 
E A X B is a weakly relatively compact subset in ca (6? ®<y 3~). 
Proof . By [1; IV.9.2] a set M C ca (Sf) is weakly relatively compact if 
and only if it is bounded and there exists a measure m E ca (£f), m = 0, such 
that the measures in M are uniformly absolutely continuous with respect 
t o m. 
Let now X and Y be locally convex spaces. Let the topology of the space X 
be determined by a system of seminorms {|| | | a } a G ^ and let the topology of 
the space Y be determined by a system of seminorms {|| \\p}peB. X' and Y' 
denote dual spaces of X and Y, respectively. For x' E X' we denote ||#'||a = 
-= sup {!<#, x'}\ : \\x\\x 5g 1} for every a e i . Similarly for Y. 
The topology of X ® Y determined by the system of seminorms 
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(2) ||2a:. <g> 2/i!!(I,w = sup{|2<* . , * X v . , t/'>l : li^'ll- ^ h x ' e X'; 
i=l i=l 
\\y'h^l,y'eY'},^,^)eA xB 
is called the inductive tensor topology. The completion of the space X (x) Y 
under this topology is the inductive tensor product J ® 7 of the spaces 
X and Y. 
We denote by X ® Y the projective tensor product of the spaces X and Y. 
(These notions are introduced in [2]. See also [5].) 
Theorem. Let S? and SF be a-algebras. Let ju: Sf -> X and v: S7~ -> Y be vector-
valued measures. 
Then there exists a unique vector-valued measure X: Sf (x)<j ^ -> X ® Y such 
that (1) holds. 
Proof . If a set G is of the form 
k 
(3) G=\jEfx Ft, 
i=l 
where the union is disjoint and Ei e Sf, Ft e SF, then in view of the additivity 
condition and the condition (1) we define 
n 
(4) X{G) - 2 M-̂ i) ® W)-
i=l 
I t is easy to see that the function X is unambiguously defined by the equality 
(4) on the algebra £P (x) SF of the sets of the form (3) and that it is additive. 
We must prove that X is a-additive and can be extended to a a-additive 
function on the c/-algebra Sf (x)<- ST generated by the algebra Sf ® ST with val ues 
in X (g> Y. I t is known (see e. g. [4; §4]) that such an extsnsion (if it exists) 
is only one. 
For every a e _4 there exists a measure mx e ca (Sf), mx ^ 0, such tha t 
||//(F/)||a -> 0 if mx(E) -> 0. Similarly, for every ft e B there exists np e ca (ST), 
np = 0, such that \\v{F)\\0 -> 0 if np(F) -> 0 (see [4; 4.2]). 
From there it is obvious that the measures </̂ ( ), x'y for ||#'||a ^ 1, x' e X', 
are uniformly absolutely continuous with respect to m a and form a bounded 
subset in ca (Sf). Similarly, the measures <y( ), y'y, \\y'\\p ^ 1, y' e Y', are 
uniformly absolutely continuous with respect to np and form a bounded 
subset in ca (ST). By the Lemma the product measures </̂ ( ), x'y X <y( ), y'y 
for llx'Wa 5j 1, \\y'\\p ^ 1, are uniformly absolutely continuous with respect 
to ma X np. By (4) and (2) this implies immediately that ||A(6r)||(a, p) -> 0 for 
m a X np(G) -> 0. This holds for each (a, /3) e A X B. 
From there it follows immediately that X is cr-additive on S? (x) ST. Further, 
from the proved it follows by [4; Theorem 4.2] that X can be extended uniquely 
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to the a-ring ST ®a ST. (ST ® ST is the dense subset in ST ®<- 3~ in the uni-
form structure on Sf ®<y &" defined by the system of pseudometrics Q(a, p)(@i > 
G2) = ma X n$(GiA G2) and X is uniformly continuous on ST ® ST', hence-
it can be extended by continuity to whole ST ®<- ST.) 
Corollary 1. If the space X is nuclear ([2; 2.1] or [5; IIL4.2]), then there 
exists a unique vector-valued measure X: ST ®<y ST -> X ® Y such that (1) 
holds. 
Proof . If X is nuclear, then the projective tensor product X ® Y and the-
inductive tensor product I ® 7 coincide. 
Corollary 2. Let ST and ST be a-rings (d-rings) and let Sf ®a 2T (ST ®(5 ST) 
be the a-ring (d-ring) generated by the system of the sets of the form E X F,E e Sfy 
F e ST. I jet ju: ST' -> X and v: ST -> Y be vector-valued measures. 
Then there exists a unique vector-valued measure X: ST ®<- 3~ (ST ®<$ ST) -> 
-> X ex) Y for which (1) holds. 
Proof . Let ST and ST be o--rings. For every OL G A and (5 e B there exist 
the sets Sa e ST and Tpe^ such that \\fi(E — Sa)^a = 0 for all E e ST and 
\\v(F — Tp)\\p = 0 for all F eST ([4; Theorem 3.1]). Evidently, we can now 
use the Theorem. 
If SP and ST are d-rings, then to every set G e ST ®&ST there exist sets 
E 6 Sf and F e ST such that G C E X F. Further, the system of those sets. 
G e ST ®<5j F for which G CE x F is a cr-algebra of the subsets in E X F. 
From there we deduce the proposition as in the Theorem. 
A bilinear mapping U: X X Y -> Z, where Z is a locally convex space, is 
said to be hypercontinuous, if the linear mapping induced by it on X ® Y 
is continuous under the inductive topology.. The Theroem implies immedia-
tely 
Corollary 3. Let U: X X Y ->Z be a hypercontinuous linear mapping and 
let Z be a (sequentially) complete space. Let ju: £P -> X and v: ST -> Y be vector-
valued measures. 
Then there exists a unique vector-valued measure X: ST ®<- Sr(Sf ®tJ ST) -> 
->Z for which 
X(E xF)= U(fi(E), v(F)), E eS?,F eST. 
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